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Take it apart, take it away, take it further!

Detachable
To get your Sapphire 2 ready for
transporting, simply lift off the
seat, lift out the batteries, and lift
the rear handle to separate the
front and rear of the scooter. It
really is that simple! By the way,
it goes back together just
as smoothly!
The Sterling Lock system is cable and connector free so there are no
fiddly bits to deal with.

Transportable
Now the Sapphire 2 can be loaded
into your vehicle. Luckily, as one
of the lightest scooters in its
class, this is no problem with
the Sterling Lift dual handles
fitted to the batteries and rear
drive unit. These make lifting
and handling the parts safer
and more comfortable.
With its large batteries carrying
you in style and comfort, the
Sapphire 2 is the scooter you’ll
want to go further on!

Comfortable
Now you’re ready! Stretch out
your legs and take advantage of
the Sterling Comfort package:
three wheel legroom with
four wheel stability, infinitely
adjustable tiller, wrap-around
handle bars and finger-thumb
directional control all fitted as
standard.

The tiller can be safely secured
in position for transporting.
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Technical Data Sheet
Version	

4 Wheels

Drive unit weight	

19.5kg (43Ibs)

Speed	

4mph

Battery weight	

unit 12kg (26.4Ibs)

Batteries	

35Ah

Total weight when folded/dismantled				

Charger off board	

5Ah

Turning diameter	

22.5kg (49.5Ibs)
„
143cm (57.2 )

Maximum range			

30km (19 miles)

Colour 	

Carbon Metallic

Maximum safe slope 14º - 113kg (17 stone) user weight / 10º - 150kg (23.8 stone) user weight
„
Ground clearance	
9.5cm (3.7 )

Maximum user weight	

150kg (23 stone)

Tyres	

Pneumatic

79kg (174Ibs)

Front wheel size	

22.5cm (9“)

Heaviest part (front section) 	

22.5kg (49.6Ibs)

Rear wheel size	

26.5cm (10.5“)

Seat weight			

12.5kg (27.5Ibs)

Stylish lights			

Total weight 	

		

Yes

Find out more today!
Visit www.sterlingscooters.co.uk for more information, to find your local dealer or to request a demonstration.
For further information on the full specification, options and accessories, please refer to the order form.
All information is subject to change without notification. Please consult Sunrise Medical with any queries you may have.
If you are visually impaired, this document can be viewed in PDF format at www.SunriseMedical.co.uk or alternatively is
available on request in large text.
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